Fluency Drills + Reading, etc.

Our “Speed Drill” this week consists of r-Controlled Vowel er, ir, ur words! Practice the words a few times and then time yourself for one minute reading the list!
Complete the Fluency-Check included in your baggy: “The Frog”.
Read the Unit 5/Week 2 stories in your Reading Books (orally if possible).
Review all of the Skill Pages. Complete the workbook activity pages in your homework baggy.
TESTS on FRIDAY, March 31st!

Spelling & Phonics…

Spelling Words this week will consist of 16 words: 8 Vocabulary Words and 8 words with the r-controlled vowel er, ir, ur, & or phonetic patterns. Pick one of the weekly Oral Vocabulary Words for BONUS Points!
Students will have 5 calendar-related sentences to learn for dictation along with 5 fill-in-the-blank sentences.
Tests will be given on Friday, March 31st!

Math Matters…

We’re finishing Chapter 8: Measurement & Time and will take the chapter tests on Thursday, March 30th!
We’ll continue to practice 2-Digit Addition & Subtraction, with & without regrouping.
Subtraction with regrouping will be taught, but will not be tested. These lessons will be considered “Enrichment & Acceleration” for those students capable of mastering the skill!

Don’t Forget:
Practice your addition & subtraction fact fluency in any way you can at home [Internet, iPad Apps]!
Flash Cards are a great way to increase fact fluency!
IMPORTANT NOTE: We’re beginning timed Addition & Subtraction Math Drills this 9th Weeks! [will not be graded]
Do Your Homework!©
REMEMBER, not all homework is required this week!

Science

We’re working on a little “Astronomy” this week and learning about the Sun, Moon & Stars… LIGHT!

Social Studies

We’re working our way to the study of basic Economics [Producers/Consumers; Supply/Demand; Needs/Wants].

Language Arts

We’re continuing to study the Parts Of Speech: Nouns, Verbs, Adverbs, & Adjectives. We’re learning to use Conjunctions to combine sentences: and, or, but, because.

NEW HOMEWORK NOTE: All Math Homework is required this week. All Word & Story Fluency Sheets are required this week. Study your Spelling! All other homework in baggy is OPTIONAL! If your grades are not “Honor Roll” grades, you may need to do all of the homework for practice & review!

The Annual Easter Egg Hunt & Activity Day will be Friday, April 14th! SCES “FUN DAY” is coming up Thursday, April 27th! FUN DAY T-Shirt Order forms are in the baggy! Order Yours Today!

NEW HOMEWORK NOTE:
All Math Homework is required this week. All Word & Story Fluency Sheets are required this week. Study your Spelling! All other homework in baggy is OPTIONAL! If your grades are not “Honor Roll” grades, you may need to do all of the homework for practice & review!

Homework for March 27-31, 2017. Homework credit will be given for work that is turned in on time and is done neatly & correctly. STUDENTS SHOULD COMPLETE THEIR HOMEWORK ON THEIR OWN. Parents should check for accuracy.